
Task Formulations
Per-Thread. 15,048 pairs (7,510 train / 3,578 dev / 3,960 test)
Uses all text in a single email thread to predict the power relation between A and B

Grouped. 3,755 pairs (2,253 train / 751 dev / 751 test)
Uses all email text (across all threads in the corpus) to predict the power relation between A and B
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From email text & metadata → 
power prediction

1. Can we predict the power 
relation for a given (sender, 
recipient) pair?

2. How can we capture the 
inherent structure of email 
communication in our models?

What does your use of language say about 
your relationship with someone? Can we 
detect power relations through the 
language of online social interactions?

In our project, we apply deep learning 
models to textual correspondence and 
metadata to better understand human 
power dynamics. We extend previous work 
that identified phrases indicative of relative 
power by building deep learning models that 
consistently outperform existing machine 
learning frameworks for this task.

PROBLEM METHODS, ALGORITHMS & MODELS EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION & FINDINGS

BACKGROUND

CONCLUSION 

DATA/FEATURES

Model Per-Thread Grouped

SVM Baseline 73.0 70.0

Batched-CNN 78.7 82.0

Separated-CNN 79.8 83.0

Sequential-CNN-LSTM 80.4 82.4

Both temporal and local features aid in the power prediction task within the Per-Thread 
formulation, as the Seq-CNN-LSTM outperformed both the baseline and other models.

Superiors don’t always express their superiority in all emails, and subordinates may sometimes 
display power derived from other sources such as expertise. In cases where text features are not 
informative enough, signals from additional non-lexical features may prove to be key. 

Future Work 
Train a CNN on each sentence rather than email to capture mid-level indicators of power that 
occur between the word level and email level. 

Investigate ways to better incorporate structural features by accounting for their relevance to a 
holistic judgement of power (ex: deciding to incorporate to features at the email or thread level)

Generalize our model to other datasets like the Avocado Research Email Collection.

Enron Email Dataset
Contains emails from the Enron corporation with 
relation, gender, and employee type annotations.
Lexical features
An email is represented as a series of tokenized 
words, which are in turn represented by 100-dim 
pre-trained GloVe vectors

Non-lexical features
We incorporate structural non-lexical features of 
avg # of recipients and avg # of words per email 
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Test Accuracies

Qualitative Analysis
Email Text Actual Predicted

I personally would like to see the results of that before doing more 
with Wharton. 

Superior Superior

Don’t use the ftp site when I’m away [...] I will check my messages 
when I return.

Subordinate Superior

Here is the draft letter for your consideration [...] Thank you for your 
assistance, and have a happy holiday season. 

Superior Subordinate

Models
Batched-CNN. All of A’s emails to B are 
batched and fed to a CNN, and the same 
operation is performed for B’s emails to A. 
The output of these CNNs are merged with 
non-lexical email features, passed to a 
dense layer, and passed to a sigmoid 
classifier that determines the power relation 
between A and B.

Separated-CNN. In this model, the 
individual emails remain separated in the 
model input – each email is fed to a CNN, 
and then these individual CNNs are merged 
as in the Batched-CNN approach above for 
power relation classification.

Sequential-CNN-LSTM. In this model, we 
account for the temporal order of emails 
(which is especially important for the 
Per-Thread task) – we follow the method of 
Separated-CNN, but for each individual, we 
feed the CNN outputs for the separated 
emails into an LSTM and then merge the 
two resulting LSTM outputs to make our 
classification.
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